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Abstra t
In many large systems, su h as manufa turing systems and ommuni ation networks, whenever a resour e be omes available, one has to de ide whi h of several
tasks ontending for its attention should be performed next. Su h problems are alled
\s heduling" problems. They are ontrol problems of immense e onomi importan e,
and have often been formulated and addressed in an open{loop setting.
To both illustrate the types of problems en ountered and to serve as fo us, in this
arti le we will address s heduling problems in a te hnologi al area of mu h topi al interest { semi ondu tor manufa turing. Being of relatively re ent origin, and organized
di erently from more traditional manufa turing systems su h as ow shops and job
shops, they are relatively less explored. They are also of signi ant e onomi interest, and mu h in the publi limelight, and thus a fertile area for systems and ontrol
resear hers. We provide an a ount of some problems in the area, as well as some
suggested solutions.

1 Introdu tion
There are a large number of ontrol problems with immense e onomi rami ations, whi h
have traditionally been addressed in the operations resear h and industrial engineering ommunities. This area is however not traditionally alled \ ontrol," but is alled \s heduling."
Often, s heduling problems have been formulated and addressed in an open{loop setting.
Given a (typi ally) large entity, su h as a fa tory or a network, one has to usually make
de isions throughout the plant's lifetime. These de isions typi ally involve issues su h as
 The
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whi h of several ompeting tasks to take up next. The goal of ontrol (i.e., s heduling) is
often to run the system more eÆ iently, for example, to produ e parts or deliver messages
more expeditiously. This is an area of mu h urrent interest, providing many pra ti ally
important and hallenging problems, and is well deserving of lose attention from systems
and ontrol resear hers.
Here we will address s heduling problems in a te hnologi al industry whi h is of mu h
topi al interest { semi ondu tor manufa turing. Semi ondu tor manufa turing is a relatively
re ent enterprise, and, as we shall see, it is organized quite di erently from more traditional
manufa turing operations su h as assembly lines or job shops. It provides many e onomi ally
important hallenges.
This brings us to the topi of the arti le { s heduling manufa turing plants. We begin with
a brief des ription of the semi ondu tor manufa turing pro ess, and exhibit the stru ture of
the resulting manufa turing plant. We des ribe the s heduling problems of interest. Based on
two fundamental laws from queueing theory, we develop some new s heduling poli ies based
on smoothing the u tuations of all the ows in the plant. We provide another formulation
of our poli ies as attempting to alleviate total downstream shortfall from ea h bu er, that is
reminis ent of lassi al integral ompensation. We also report brie y on the performan e of
the s heduling poli ies, based on an extensive omparative simulation study on large s ale
plant models.

2 How Semi ondu tor Wafers are Fabri ated and the
Resulting Re-Entrant Manufa turing System
One starts with a sili on wafer, a few in hes in diameter. The produ tion pro ess onsists
of imprinting several layers of hemi al patterns on the wafer, and the nal end produ t an
be regarded as a multilayered sandwi h.
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Figure 1: Semi ondu tor manufa turing pro ess.
The pro essing is done layer by layer; see Figure 1. Ea h layer in turn requires several
steps of individual pro essing, su h as deposition, photolithography, et hing, et . Moreover,
many of the steps are repeated at several of the layers.
The ma hines to perform these individual steps are very expensive. Currently a state of
the art plant osts about a billion dollars, and this ost is expe ted to in rease dramati ally as
feature sizes de rease. The ma hines are not repli ated but revisited by wafers for pro essing
at di erent layers.
What this gives rise to is a plant of the form shown in Figure 2. It shows a single route
followed by wafers. The distinguishing hara teristi is that lots re-visit several ma hines at
several stages of their life. This type of a manufa turing system is alled a re-entrant line.
The main onsequen e of the re-entrant nature is that wafers at di erent stages of their
life have to ompete with ea h other for the same ma hines { reminis ent of ars at a traÆ
light. Thus, wafers an and do spend a onsiderable portion of their time simply waiting
for ma hines, rather than a tually being pro essed. The manufa turing lead time, the time
taken by wafers in their passage from the entry to the exit of the plant, is alled the y le-

time. It is roughly of the order of 60 days. On the other hand, the a tual time that a wafer
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is a tively being pro essed may only be about 240 hours, i.e., 10 days. The ratio Cy leTime/Total Pro essing Time is alled the y le-time multiplier. In the above example, it is
6. A key goal in semi ondu tor manufa turing is to redu e the y le time, i.e., to redu e
y le-time multiplier as lose to one as possible.

Figure 2: An aggregated model of a semi ondu tor manufa turing plant.
This has several important e onomi rami ations. In R&D Fabri ation Lines used for
developing new produ ts, redu ing the y le-time redu es the time to design and debug
produ ts. Redu ing the time to market is very important in the urrent rapidly hanging
te hnologi al environment.
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In produ tion lines, redu ing the y le{time improves the responsiveness to ustomers.
Moreover, there is a result, Little's Law (whi h by its pervasiveness an be alled the Zeroeth
Law of Queueing Systems) whi h states that for a given plant throughput, i.e., produ tion
rate, the mean number of wafers in the plant is proportional to their mean y le-time. Thus,
redu ing the y le-time redu es the work-in-pro ess. Hen e, redu ing the y le{time redu es
not only the apital invested in the work-in-pro ess,, but also the lutter on the plant oor.
Finally, there is a te hnologi al advantage to redu ing y le-time. The smaller the time
that wafers are exposed to ontaminants on the fa tory oor, the greater is the yield of
good wafers. This is an important on ern in this industry, parti ularly so whenever new
te hnology is being introdu ed and yield is typi ally very low.
Another key on ern is to redu e the varian e of y le-times. Sin e the plant may be
subje ted to several random e e ts, e.g., random arrivals, random pro essing times, random
ma hine failures, et ., the y le-time is also random. If the varian e of the y le-times
is small, then one an safely predi t when a wafer will omplete produ tion and exit the
plant. This allows an improved ability to meet due-dates reliably, and thus allows greater
oordination with further downstream operations on wafers, e.g., di ing, assembly, et .
One ould summarize the two issues in the following way. A small mean y le-time allows
the plant manager to make good promises, while a small varian e of y le-times allows her
to keep her promises.
Usually, wafers travel through the system in groups alled \lots." Ea h lot may onsist
of about 20 wafers. For simpli ity, we shall all ea h lot as a \part."
How does one attain these obje tives? There are two me hanisms for ontrol. First,
one an regulate the arrivals of new parts into the system. Thus one an de ide when ea h
new part is \released" into the plant. The ontrol poli y for making su h de isions is alled
the release poli y. Clearly, the release poli y will need to satisfy some onstraints, e.g.,
maintaining an average rate of releases.
Now onsider the parts already in the plant. At a given ma hine there may be more than
one part waiting for pro essing by the ma hine. Then one has to de ide whi h part is to be
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pro essed next, when the ma hine be omes idle. The ontrol poli y governing su h de isions
is alled a s heduling poli y.

3 How Semi ondu tor Manufa turing Plants are Different from More Traditional Plants
Broadly speaking, manufa turing systems an be divided into two ategories { ow shops
and job shops (though of ourse there are others types of system, e.g., for shipbuilding).
Good examples of ow shops are automobile assembly lines. Here, parts (i.e., ars) have
an a y li (straight line) route through the plant, never visiting any station more than on e;
see Figure 3. Su h ow shops are typi ally dedi ated to produ ing a single type of part, and
in high volume.

Figure 3: A ow shop.
The other major ategory of manufa turing systems is job shops; see Figure 4. These are

Figure 4: A job shop.
systems whi h ontain a variety of ma hines of di erent types. Orders may ome, in small
volumes, for ustom-made parts. Ea h ustom order may involve a di erent route, whi h
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may revisit a ma hine, and the aggregate of routes over di erent orders may look random.
Su h systems are ommon in the metal utting industry.
With the advent of semi ondu tor manufa turing, we have a new type of system that
does not t in either of the two lasses above. Unlike ow shops, the route is re-entrant.
However, unlike job shops, often there is more stru ture and less randomness in the routes.
Clearly any theory of ontrol or s heduling will need to fo us on the type of system
at hand. Here we will develop s heduling poli ies whi h exploit the spe ial stru ture of
re-entrant lines.

4 Little's Law and the Myopi ally Optimal Last Bu er
First Serve Poli y
Consider any system, a \bla k box," into whi h parts arrive, and from whi h parts eventually
exit. Su h a system ould be a manufa turing plant or a ommuni ation network. Let us
suppose that parts arrive to the system at an average rate of  parts per time unit. Also
suppose that parts spend an average amount of time W in the system. Finally, let us suppose
that the average number of parts in the system is L, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Little's Law: L = W .
Then, the average number in the system L, and the average time spent by parts in the
system W , are related by the formula,

L = W:

(1)

This is alled Little's Law (see [1℄). Due to its widespread appli ability, one ould all it the
Zeroeth Law of Queueing Systems.
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Sin e the arrival rate  is xed, we see from (1) that to redu e the mean time W spent
in the system, i.e., the mean y le-time, it suÆ es to redu e the mean number of parts L in
the system. Therefore, Little's Law tells us that the goal of redu ing the mean y le{time is
equivalent to the goal of redu ing the mean number of parts in the system.

Figure 6: The Last Bu er Priority First Serve Poli y: Parts in bu er b6 are given higher
priority than parts in bu er b3 .
One an design a myopi ally optimal s heduling poli y for this equivalent goal. Consider
the re-entrant line shown in Figure 6. Let us suppose that parts at the i-th stage of their
pro essing are stored in a bu er labeled bi . Note that the bu ers are labeled in the order that
they are visited. Suppose that Ma hine 3 is idle, and it has to de ide whether to pro ess
a part in bu er b3 or a part in bu er b6 . If it pro esses the part in b3 , then it will end
up transferring a part from b3 to b4 , without a e ting the number of parts in the system.
However, if it pro esses a part from b6 , then it an redu e the number of parts in the system
by one.
Choosing to pro ess a part from b6 rather than b3 is \myopi ," sin e it only seeks to
a hieve an immediate gain by redu ing the number of parts in the short{term, rather than
by onsidering the long{term onsequen es of su h expediting.
In any ase, by extending this myopi line of reasoning, it is better to give priority to

b4 over b1 at Ma hine 1, and to b5 over b2 at Ma hine 2. We an summarize this bu er
priority poli y by rank ordering the bu ers as fb6 ; b5 ; b4 ; b3 ; b2 ; b1 g, and giving priority at a
ma hine a ording to this ordering. (Note that even though the relative ordering of bu ers
at di erent ma hines, e.g., b3 and b4 , is not ne essary and never used; it is only done so for
the onvenien e of having just one list of all bu ers, rather than three separate lists, one for
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ea h ma hine). Sin e this ordering is the reverse of the order in whi h the parts are visited,
we all it the Last Bu er First Serve (LBFS) s heduling poli y.
As noted above above the LBFS poli y is a myopi ally designed poli y, and is not optimal.
Indeed, we well know from dynami programming (see [2℄) that an optimal poli y must strike
a balan e between short term rewards and long term osts. In our spe i

ontext, suppose

Ma hine 1 is idle, and there are no parts in either b1 or b4 . Then it ould be advantageous
to give Ma hine 1 some work to do, espe ially if it is a bottlene k. Thus, one may prefer to
work on a part in b3 and send it to b4 . However, su h ompromises are deli ate and very
diÆ ult to quantify. We will therefore turn to another approa h { smoothing u tuations,
later in this arti le, to obtain good s heduling poli ies.
Before we return to the problem of designing good s heduling poli ies, we should note
that there are a whole variety of questions that one may ask about systems and spe i
s heduling poli ies. For example, is a given s heduling poli y stable? How an one quantify
its performan e? Unfortunately, the now lassi al works on networks [3, 4, 5, 6℄, are able
to determine expli it losed{form expressions for the steady-state performan e, only for
ertain spe ial types of systems and s heduling poli ies. The systems of interest here do not
appear to possess any simple (or omplex) expli it solutions. Thus, re ent work has fo ussed
on developing a theory whi h allows the use of omputational methods whi h an provide
guarantees of stability and performan e [7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄. This may be alled the des riptive
theory. We refer the reader to [12℄ for an a ount of some results in this dire tion.
Let us now pro eed with the pres riptive aspe ts of the problem, i.e., how to ontrol su h
systems.

5 Redu ing the Varian e of Lateness and Varian e of
Cy le-Time
We shall rst onsider the problems of redu ing the varian e of lateness and varian e of

y le-time. Then we will report very brie y from an extensive simulation study based on
large plant models [13℄. Last, we shall attempt to explain what we have observed { a la
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physi s, and try to take advantage of it { a la engineering.
Let us denote a part by  . Let us suppose that ea h part  has a due date Æ ( ) stamped
on it. Further, let us denote by ( ) the time that the part has arrived at the plant, and by

e( ) the time that it ompletes produ tion and leaves the plant.
The lateness of the part  is de ned as
`( ) := e( ) Æ ( );
i.e., the time by whi h it misses its due date. Consider the problem of minimizing the

varian e of lateness.
First let us denote by i the mean time that parts spend in going from bu er bi in the
plant to exit; see Figure 7.

Figure 7: The mean remaining time i for a part  in bu er bi .
Thus, i is the mean remaining time in the system for a part in bu er bi .
Suppose that at time t, part  is lo ated in bu er bi . Then Æ ( )

t is the time left till

the due-date of the part. On the other hand, i is the time that the part is expe ted to still
spend in the plant. Thus the \sla k,"

s1 ( ) := Æ ( ) t i;

(2)

measures the relative urgen y of the part  . If it is negative, the part is expe ted to be late,
while, if it is positive, the part is expe ted to be early. In fa t s1 ( ) is just the expe ted
earliness of the part.
Clearly it appears eminently reasonable to give priority to the part with the smallest
sla k. Su h a poli y is alled a Least Sla k (LS) s heduling poli y. Now let us ponder in
what quantitative sense this is reasonable. This poli y essentially attempts to make all parts
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equally late or equally early. Clearly, if all parts are about equally late, the varian e of
lateness is small, and similarly if all parts are about equally early, then again the varian e
of lateness is small. Thus, the poli y giving priority to the part with smallest value of the
sla k (2) a tually strives to redu e the varian e of lateness.
Note now that the urrent time t in (2) is ommon to all parts, and hen e we an drop
it from omparisons. This shows that we an more simply de ne the sla k as,

s1 ( ) := Æ ( ) i ;

(3)

and give priority among the parts ontending for an idle ma hine to that part whose sla k is
smallest. We all this the Flu tuation Smoothing Poli y for Varian e of Lateness (FSVL).
Now let us turn to the problem of redu ing the varian e of the y le-time. Clearly, if the
due-date Æ ( ) had been set equal to the arrival time ( ), then
Cy le-time = e( )

( ) = e( )

Æ ( ) = Lateness.

Thus, if we rede ne the sla k in (3) as,

s2 ( ) := ( ) i ;
then the orresponding Least Sla k poli y should redu e the varian e of the y le-time. We
all it the Flu tuation Smoothing Poli y for the Varian e of Cy le-Time (FSVCT).
How well does this poli y perform? We have ondu ted (see [13℄ for more details) extensive simulation tests of this poli y on some plant models, in luding models of a Hewlett
Pa kard Resear h and Development Fabri ation Line developed by Wein [14℄. This model
in ludes 172 steps of pro essing (bu ers) at 24 stations, some of whi h ontain more than
one ma hine. The ma hines are subje t to random failures and repairs.
In luded in the omparative testing were a whole range of s heduling poli ies (in luding
all the s heduling poli ies tested in [14℄, as well as others). To give a reader a feeling for
what types of s heduling poli ies are employed, we now provide a brief des ription of some
of them, along with their rationales. The well known FIFO (aka FCFS) poli y gives priority
to the part that arrived to the station earliest. A slight modi ation gives the FIFO+ poli y,
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whi h attempts to avoid idleness at the next station by giving priority to a part, if one exists,
whi h is headed for a station having less than 4 parts; if no su h part exists, it uses FIFO.
The LWNQ poli y (Least Work Next Queue) addresses the issue of avoiding idleness more
dire tly by simply giving priority to the part whose next station has the least amount of
work per ma hine (sin e there may be more than one ma hine). We have earlier des ribed
the myopi LBFS poli y, whi h is also alled the SRPT poli y sin e it gives priority to the
part that has the smallest expe ted remaining pro essing time in the system. The SRPT++
poli y is a slight modi ation whi h attempts to forestall idleness, by giving priority to a part
whi h is headed for a station having less than 4 parts, sele ting among these using SRPT if
there is more than one su h part; if no su h part exists, it uses SRPT. The SRPT+ poli y
is a slight variant of SRPT++ whi h uses FIFO when there are no su h priority parts. Very
slightly di erent from the SRPT poli y is the EDD poli y, the di eren e arising solely from
the fa t that o asionally a part may overtake another part if they are both being served by
di erent ma hines at the same station, sin e the pro essing times are random. Under EDD
the part that arrived earlier is still given priority, even it is in an earlier bu er. Yet other
s heduling poli ies attempt to give priority to the parts going to the bottlene k ma hines,
where a bottlene k is de ned as any ma hine whi h is either utilized or broken down more
than 90% of the time. For example the FGCA poli y gives priority to a part, if it is going
to visit a bottlene k ma hine in its next two stops (sele ting among these using FIFO); if no
su h part exists, it uses FIFO. Other poli ies use spe ial rules at the bottlene k stations. The
CYCLIC poli y y les through the bu ers at a bottlene k, serving one part in ea h bu er,
and skipping a bu er only if it is empty. The LTNV poli y gives priority at a bottlene k to
a part that has the longest expe ted pro essing time until its next visit to the same station
(using FIFO at all non{bottlene k stations).
In Figure 8 we present the averages of 20 simulation runs on one plant model, for ea h
poli y, when the arrivals are periodi . Su h an arrival sequen e is alled Deterministi
release. We present the gures for both the mean waiting time and the standard deviation
of the y le{time. (The mean waiting time is the di eren e between the mean y le{time
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and the mean total pro essing time).

Figure 8: Performan e of FSVCT against other s heduling poli ies, under Deterministi
Release. What we show is the per entage improvement of ea h s heduling poli y with respe t
to the well known FIFO s heduling poli y, whi h has been hosen as a baseline. The poli ies
shown in order from left to right are: FSVCT, CYCLIC, LTNV, FIFO+, FIFO, LWNQ,
FGCA, SRPT++, SRPT+, SRPT, and EDD.

Figure 9: Performan e of FSVCT against other s heduling poli ies, under Poisson Release.
Shown are the per entage improvements in the Mean Waiting Time and the Standard Deviation of the Cy le{Time, over the baseline FIFO Poli y. The poli ies shown in order from left
to right are: FSVCT, CYCLIC, LTNV, FIFO+, FIFO, LWNQ, FGCA, SRPT++, SRPT+,
SRPT, and EDD.
In Figure 9, we present the results for the ase of Poisson arrivals to the plant, i.e., when
the interarrival times are random and have an exponential probability distribution,
Prob (Interarrival Time > t) = e

t ;

where  = arrival rate:

We see that in ea h ase the FSVCT s heduling poli y does redu e the standard deviation
of y le-time by about a half { a substantial (and also statisti ally signi ant; see [13℄)
improvement.
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We also see that FSVCT provides a sizable (about 20%) and signi ant redu tion in

mean y le-time. However, the bene ts are less sizable under Poisson releases.
Why is this so? To develop an explanatory hypothesis, we turn to the First Law of
Queueing Systems.

6 The First Law of Queueing Systems: Delay is Caused
by Flu tuations
Consider the system shown in Figure 10. Parts arrive to a ma hine, evenly spa ed

Figure 10: Burstiness auses delay { waiting time is small when the arrivals are periodi .
(i.e., periodi ally, or in the earlier terminology, under Deterministi Release), exa tly 60 minutes apart. The ma hine spends exa tly 59 minutes on ea h part. Clearly, in steady state,
ea h part will arrive exa tly one minute after the previous part has left. Thus no part ever
waits for the ma hine to be ome available. The waiting time, or queueing time, is 0.
Now suppose that instead of arriving periodi ally, parts arrive randomly with a mean
interarrival time of 60 minutes. Some parts may therefore arrive lose together in time, while
others may arrive far apart in time; see Figure 11.

Figure 11: Burstiness auses delay { mean waiting time is large when there are u tuations
in the interarrival times.
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Suppose, for spe i ity, that the interarrival time distribution is exponential with mean
60, i.e., the arrivals form a Poisson pro ess of rate 1=60. Then, even when the ma hine
ontinues to take exa tly 59 minutes per part, the average waiting time is almost 29 hours!
(This al ulation is performed using the Polla zek{Khint hine formula for an M/G/1 queue;
see [1℄).
Clearly, the waiting time or delay is in reased by u tuations in the interarrival times of
parts.

7 Why the Mean Cy le-Time is Small Under Deterministi Release
Now we are ready to hypothesize an explanation for why the mean y le-time is small under

Deterministi Release.
Under Deterministi Release, the interarrival times to the plant are periodi , and so have

no u tuations. Also, when the FSVCT s heduling poli y is employed, the varian e of the
y le{time is small, and there is thus little u tuation in the times spent in the plant by the
parts. Now note that, exit time = arrival time + y le-time. Hen e the exit stream from
the plant also has little u tuations.
We will now show that, in fa t, the arrival stream to every bu er has little u tuations,
when FSVCT is employed for s heduling.
Let bj be a given bu er. If bi pre edes bj , then we an write i as

i = ij + j ;
where ij is the mean time that parts take to go from bi to bj .
Consider now two bu ers bi and b` , both of whi h are in ompetition for the same ma hine.
Suppose both bu ers pre ede bj (i.e., i; ` < j ). Consider a part  in bi , and a part  0 in b` .

When omparing the sla ks of parts  and  0 , we an ignore j , sin e it is ommon to bi and

b` , and write the sla ks as,
s( ) =

( )
15

ij ; and

s( 0 ) =

( 0 )

`j :

Now we note that this is exa tly the way in whi h the sla ks s2 ( ) and s2 ( 0 ) would have
been de ned, if the system had been trun ated at bj , and bj

1

was a tually the last bu er

in the system. Earlier, we saw that the FSVCT s heduling poli y su eeds in redu ing
the u tuations in the exit stream. Hen e, for the trun ated system, FSVCT redu es the
u tuations in the exit stream from bj 1 , and hen e the arrival stream to bj .
Sin e bj was arbitrary, we see that the u tuations in all internal ows are simultaneously

redu ed. By the First Law of Queueing Systems, we expe t the mean y le{time to be small.
This is exa tly what we observed under Deterministi Release!
This is our hypothesis for why the mean y le{time was small in Figure 8 when the
FSVCT s heduling poli y was used under Deterministi Release.

8 How to Redu e the Mean Cy le-Time Under Other
Releases
How an we simultaneously redu e the u tuations in all internal ows in the network,

simultaneously, when the arrivals to the plant are not Deterministi ?
The solution we propose is simple. Even if the arrivals are not periodi , we will set

periodi due-dates, and then redu e the varian e of lateness with respe t to the periodi due
dates. Clearly, the exit stream from the plant will have small u tuations. Moreover, as we
saw in the previous se tion, every internal ow has small u tuations, too.
Thus, if  is the n-th part arriving into the system, we set its due-date as,
1
n
Æ ( ) := ; where = mean interarrival time.


Then we use the Least Sla k poli y, where we rede ne the sla k as,

s3 ( ) :=

n


i :

We all this the Flu tuation Smoothing Poli y for Mean Cy le-Time (FSMCT).
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(4)

9 The Magnitude of the Improvements Obtained
How well does FSMCT perform? For Poisson releases, as shown in Figure 12, the newly
designed FSMCT s heduling poli y a hieves a further redu tion in the mean waiting time of
about 18%, over the FSVCT poli y.

Figure 12: Improvement obtained by FSMCT in mean waiting time, for Poisson Releases.
For the mean waiting time gure on the left, the s heduling poli ies shown are, from left
to right,EDD, SRPT, SRPT+, SRPT++, FGCA, LWNQ, FIFO, FIFO+, LTNV, CYCLIC,
FSVCT, and FSMCT. For the standard deviation of y le time gure on the right, the
s heduling poli ies shown are, from left to right, FGCA, FIFO+, FIFO, LWNQ, LTNV,
CYCLIC, SRPT, SRPT+, SRPT++, EDD, FSVCT, and FSMCT.
We have not addressed so far the issue of hoosing a good release poli y. Based on the
idea of repla ing a queueing network in its heavy traÆ limit (as the arrival rate in reases
to apa ity), by a re e ted Brownian motion, the use of a release poli y alled the Workload
Regulation (WR) Release poli y has been advo ated in [14℄. This poli y releases parts into
the system whenever the work in the system for the bottlene k ma hines drops below a
ertain threshold value. The threshold is arefully hosen to maintain a ertain long{term
average rate of releases.
This Workload Regulation Release poli y (WR), advo ated and tested in [14℄, was also
found to be the best among the release poli ies tested in [13℄.
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A omparison of WR Release vs. Deterministi Release, and FSMCT s heduling vs. FIFO
s heduling, is shown in Figures 13 and 14.
As an be seen, the in rease in eÆ ien y obtained by proper s heduling (using FSMCT
s heduling with WR releases), an be substantial.

Figure 13: Mean Waiting Times for WR Release and FSMCT S heduling vs. Deterministi
Release and FIFO S heduling.

Figure 14: Standard Deviation of Cy le{Times for WR Release and FSMCT S heduling
vs. Deterministi Release and FIFO S heduling.

10 Another Interpretation of FSMCT: Alleviating Total Downstream Shortfall
We now provide another appealing equivalent interpretation of the FSMCT poli y, as attempting to alleviate the total downstream shortfall of parts from ea h bu er.
Note rst that instead of using the omparisons of the sla ks s3 ( ) to sele t parts, one
ould equivalently use f (s3 ( )), as long as f is a stri tly monotone in reasing fun tion. If
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N (t) denotes the number of parts that have departed from the system in the time interval
[0; t℄, onsider the following fun tion f (whi h is stri tly monotone in reasing in the variable
s3 ( )), used to sele t the part at time t,
f (s3 ( )) := s3 ( ) N (t):
This expression an be simpli ed as follows. Substituting for s3 ( ) from (4), we obtain

f (s3 ( )) = n N (t) i :
Sin e n is the number of the part in bu er bi , the quantity n

N (t) denotes the urrent

number of parts in the bu ers downstream from bi at time t, i.e.,

n N (t) =

X x (t);
j i

j

where

xj (t) := Number of parts in bu er bj at time t:
Also denote,

xj := Mean number of parts in bu er bj :
Then we note from Little's Law that,

i = Mean number of parts downstream from bi
=

X x :
j i

j

Hen e f (s3 ( )) an be rewritten as,

f (s3 ( )) =

X x (t) X x :
j i

j

j i

j

(5)

Thus, f (s3 ( )) denotes the total downstream shortfall from bu er bi , where the shortfall is
the di eren e between the a tual number of parts downstream and the mean number of parts
downstream.
Hen e FSMCT an be regarded as a poli y whi h gives priority to that bu er whose total
downstream shortfall is urrently greatest { an appealing interpretation. We refer the reader
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to Li [15℄ for another approa h whi h attempts to drive ea h bu er's ontents towards its
mean value.
Equation (5) is reminis ent of integral ompensation in lassi al ontrol, with the spa e
variable j repla ing the usual time variable. Let ej (t) := xj (t)

bj , i.e., the deviation from the desired value.

xj be the \error" at bu er

P
Then j i ej (t) is the integral, in spa e not

time, of the error. The FSMCT poli y uses this integral of the error to hoose the bu er to
serve. The onne tions are worth pursuing.

11 Con luding Remarks
We have seen that substantial improvements in plant eÆ ien y, about a 20% improvement
in mean waiting time, and about a 50% improvement in standard deviation of y le{time,
have been obtained in testing on plant models, by the use of the new s heduling poli ies. It
would be valuable to extend the s heduling poli ies to in orporate the features of bat hing,
set{ups, multiple pro ess ows, and operator availability.
We have provided only experimental results here. If useful theoreti al results were available, they ould tell us what the performan e of a given poli y is, and what the best poli y
is. The rst issue, that of determining the performan e of a given poli y, redu es broadly
to determining the steady{state distribution of a Markov hain. Unfortunately, the queueing networks studied here fall outside the lass of \produ t{form" queueing networks, for
whi h expli it solutions are available. Re ent results allow the performan e and stability
evaluation of even some non{ lassi al queueing networks; see [7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄, and the survey
[12℄. The se ond issue of determining the best poli y onsists essentially of determining an
optimal poli y for a sto hasti system. Unfortunately, the method for solving su h problems,
dynami programming (see [2℄) is omputationally intra table even for very small systems.
One re ent method of some interest onsists of approximating the detailed sto hasti system
by a re e ted ve tor Brownian motion, see [16℄. It is sometimes easier to develop s heduling
poli ies for the resulting Brownian approximation; see [17℄.
However, as we have seen in this paper, even in the absen e of a ompletely satisfa tory
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theory, it is still possible to exploit the entral tenets of what we know from theory. Here we
have des ribed two \laws" of queueing theory, and shown how one an exploit su h general
prin iples to design s heduling poli ies whi h appear attra tive. In this approa h, one takes
re ourse to experimentation (in our ase, on virtual fa tory models stored in omputers), to
test hypotheses about system behavior, re ne them, and exploit them. We believe that this
may well be the way that many large systems an be better ontrolled.
Ending on a broad note, we note that there is mu h e onomi in entive to develop s heduling methods whi h are designed for large systems that are prone to random disruptions, and
whi h an be implemented dynami ally in real-time. Clearly, there is a great need for both
a deeper des riptive theory (performan e evaluation), and a pres riptive theory { ontrol.
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